
We are pleased to announce the installation of new niches 

at the central Pieta statue at the New Calvary Cemetery on 

1461 Broadway in South Portland. These are an above-

ground alternative to in-ground burial for cremated 

remains. Each niche is the future resting place for the ashes 

of one person. The little squares are granite coverings for 

the individual niches – they are engraved just like a 

traditional monument would be engraved. This new feature 

provides 716 niches for the inurnment of ashes for 716 

individuals – one person per niche. Each niche has a 

separate granite cover, and there is an inner cover which is 

secured under the granite cover when ashes are placed in the niche. 
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Choosing a cremation niche consolidates and locks in today’s price for many of the items that would be 

separate expenses with a traditional in-ground burial lot: 

 

• You don't need to buy a separate stone; the granite face of your niche serves as a stone, and lettering 

of your name and dates is included. For veterans, we will also include an emblem for the appropriate 

branch of service (when specified on your lettering form).  

• You don't need to allow for the cost of a cement vault: the urn or other impervious, rigid container 

may be placed in the niche as-is.   
• You don't need to allow for opening/closing fees as long as the inurnment takes place during regular 

weekday hours, it’s included with the niche rights. (Overtime fees for Saturday or late openings still 

apply.) 

 

Remember, in comparing the purchase of a columbarium niche to a traditional grave space, that the niche 

replaces ALL of the following items: the traditional grave space, a monument for the traditional space, 

lettering of name and dates on the stone, and opening/closing charges for weekday burial.  

 

Pricing for inurnment rights in these niches is based on location in the feature. Please contact a Family 

Service Advisor at (207) 773-5796 to learn more or stop by the cemetery office on 1461 Broadway in 

South Portland (just across from the Dairy Queen at Cash Corner) Monday through Friday between 8 a.m. 

and 3 p.m.   

 

 

 
 

 
 
 


